German Intensive course: Zoom on Berlin B1

"If you get tired of Berlin, you'll get tired of life." You can always hear that in the German capital. But what makes Berlin so unique, fascinating, and attracts bohemians, students and many others from all over the world?

In “Zoom on Berlin”, we try to look at selected aspects of this phenomenon very closely. In many excursions we experience Berlin exactly where life happens. Explore places that wrote and are still writing history. Visit popular concerts and world famous theaters. Take part in interesting studio and museum tours and experience Berlin by individual excursions. In our introductory seminars, you will get the necessary background knowledge so that you can discover your Berlin.

This is how you can experience Berlin first hand and stick to the city's motto "be Berlin".

Instructor

Jens Magersuppe

2006 Completion of the state examination for the teaching profession at high schools (German and English) completed with distinction at the Universität Kassel
Erasmus Studies of Performing Arts at the University of East London, UK
Lecturer for German as a Foreign Language (DaF) at the Goethe-Institut Berlin
Head of teacher training, certified auditor of the language levels A1 - C2 and test author at the Goethe-Institut Berlin
Author for teaching materials at Cornelsen Verlag

Course details

German class in the morning:
75 credit hours
Monday to Friday, 09.00 am – 1.30 pm

Academic lessons in the afternoon:
15 credit hours
two to three times a week, Tuesday to Thursday, 02.30 pm – 04.00 pm